In a previous paper we have de ned a semantic preorder called operational subsumption, which compares terms according to their error generation behaviour. Here we apply this abstract framework to a concrete language, namely the Abadi-Cardelli object calculus. Unlike most semantic studies of objects, which deal with typed equalities and therefore require explicitly typed languages, we start here from a untyped world. Type inference is introduced in a second step, together with an ideal model of types and subtyping. We show how this approach exibly accommodates for several variants, and nally propose a novel semantic interpretation of structural subtyping as embedding-projection pairs.
Introduction
In a previous paper 10] we have de ned a semantic preorder called operational subsumption, which compares terms according to their error generation behaviour. Together with the technical device of labeled reductions, used as a syntactic characterization of nite approximations, this semantics was shown to adequately interpret recursive types and subtyping. In this paper we apply this approach to FOb, the lambda-calculus of objects of Abadi and Cardelli 2]. Because we work with a concrete language instead of an abstract framework, several steps can be simpli ed, so the resulting semantic structure is intuitively quite obvious. Moreover, a \context lemma" in the untyped language gives us a simple induction principle for proving many properties of types. The goal is to show that the \Coverage of Operational Semantics" 21] can be widened to also deal with subtyping systems. More concretely, we 
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show several directions where this approach can simplify or deepen previous results.
First, we give an interpretation of second-order bounded quanti cation for universal and existential types. This extends previous work on ideal models 18] with subtyping. Furthermore it answers to Abadi et al 3] , who wondered whether their approach would apply to a suitable notion of operational ideals: this is exactly what is done here.
Then we have a direct way of interpreting typed equivalences of objectcalculi (equivalences which depend on the type context in which objects are considered). Gordon and Rees 11] used the coinduction principle of Howe 14] to interpret these equivalences; however this required a heavy apparatus which switches between typed and untyped worlds: in addition to the reduction relation they had to de ne a labeled transition system and a \compatible re nement" relation. By contrast our interpretation is based on the untyped reduction relation. Moreover we can validate second-order typed equivalences, which remained an open issue in 11].
Finally we give a semantic interpretation of structural subtyping, which is useful for solving the problem known as \polymorphic object update". Bruce and Longo 7] have demonstrated that in usual interpretations of subtypes as subsets the polymorphic type 8X T:X ! X can only contain the identity function, which makes it impossible to type some elementary updating operations on objects. The problem is developed in more detail in Chapter 16 of 2]. Some authors 13, 20] have proposed to solve the problem by restricting the subtype relation in various ways so as to ensure that the subtypes have the same structure as the supertype. Here we show that usual subtyping and structural subtyping are two distinct notions semantically. The former corresponds to a subset relation, while the second corresponds to embeddingprojection pairs in the subsumption ordering. Both subtyping notions can cohabit and could be included in the type syntax if so desired.
The untyped object calculus
The syntax shown in Figure 1 is built from the set ! of natural numbers, from a countable set N of names (for object elds) and a set X of variables. " is a constant for errors. The main di erence from 2] is that terms are labeled, i.e. decorated at each subterm with a natural number or 1. Here the purpose of labels is merely to introduce a notion of nite projection for interpreting recursive types. In 10] we also used labels for an abstract de nition of erroneous terms; this is not needed here, since we work in a concrete calculus for which the erroneous terms are just those which reduce to the error constant. Intuitively, each label acts as a counter limiting the number of interaction steps between the corresponding subterm and its context. When a label reaches 0, it becomes a divergent term, with which no interaction is possible. The in nite label 1 imposes no limit, so for better readability it will usually be omitted. In consequence there is an obvious embedding of usual, unlabeled terms into labeled terms by decorating each subterm with 1. Furthermore 1 is considered the successor of itself, so by abuse of notation a superscript n + 1 may denote 1, in which case n also equals 1.
Like in the lazy -calculus, every function or object is a value if its label is > 0; furthermore open terms in head normal form (i.e. starting with a free variable) are also values. Finally, notice that " is a value, which is a bit uncommon, but is an essential point of the approach.
We adopt common conventions for simplifying notation: xy:a for x: y:a, (a b c) for ((a b)c). In an object l i = &x:a i i2I ] it is implicitly understood that the order of methods is irrelevant, and that for i; j 2 I; l i 6 = l j whenever i 6 = j.
A similar convention will be used for types in Section 4. A method l = a in an object is an abbreviation for l = &x:a, where x does not occur free in a; in that case it is called a eld. Some common terms are I = x:x; K = xy:y; = ( x:xx)( x:xx). T c and V c are respectively the closed terms and the closed values. A closing substitution for a is a such that a 2 T c . The set T n is the set of terms with outermost label less or equal to n.
The one-step reduction relation ! is the least relation satisfying the rules in Figure 2 . Labels and errors are the two unusual factors in these rules. Labels are decremented at each step where a term is \deconstructed"; in case n + 1 = n = 1, i.e. when the counter is in nite, the rules just become the usual rules for reduction of functions and objects. Errors are a way to avoid 3 Once generated, errors are always propagated further in the computation, i.e. there is no exception handling construct; however, since this is a call-by-name calculus, a context may discard an error in the same way that it would discard a divergent subterm: for example K" reduces to I.
The ( ") rule is an ad hoc rule which allows us to greatly simplify the abstract framework of 10]: instead of observing \ability to interact" we will just observe reduction to ". Intuitively the rule is motivated by the fact that a function containing " can do nothing \useful" and therefore is equivalent to ". By contrast, there is no such rule for objects, because a method containing " can always be overridden.
In this untyped calculus the ( ) operator can not only override existing methods, but also add new methods, which is more liberal than in 2]. This is a deliberate choice, so that the same calculus can be used to interpret various type systems. In the next section we start with the type system of 2], in which only override can be well-typed; later we extend it with the system of 17] which also supports method extension. 
Operational Subsumption
The idea of operational subsumption is a simulation relation based on observation of errors. In the abstract framework of 10] we had to build a complex machinery in order to de ne the notion of \erroneous terms". Here this can be much simpler: like in 9], we have a rule ( ") which removes a -abstraction if its body is an error; this rule is admissible because it does not break conuence (Theorem 2.1 above). As a result it su ces to observe reductions to " as a basis for subsumption.
De nition 3.1 Error terms] ay () 9n; a ! " n+1 E will denote the set fa j ayg of error terms. De nition 3. Proof. Direct from de nition, knowing that the language is con uent. 2
For convenience of proofs it is useful to establish a \context lemma" which allows us to only inspect a restricted set of contexts.
De nition 3. 
2
Because of this Theorem we will henceforth omit the ctxt or appl superscripts. = " The rst law is quite obvious. The second law is the familiar -rule of thecalculus; here it is not an equality because -reduction is always sound, while -expansion is obviously not sound when a is an object. The third law is the basis for object subtyping: an object with more methods subsumes an object with fewer methods. The fourth law shows that objects are compared not only on the basis of eld access, but also on eld update: accessing eld l 0 would yield the same result on both sides, but updating eld l would make the two object incomparable. The fth law is an example that is not covered by the equational system of 2], because it cannot be shown by a nite proof; this is similar to the problem of equivalence or subtyping of recursive types 4]. The last two laws are consequences of our design choice to also support method addition in the untyped calculus; if, instead, we had only method override, then the situations would be reversed (law 6 would be an inequality and law 7 would be an equality).
Inference of Abadi-Cardelli types
This section introduces a hybrid type system, inspired from both 2] and 18], which includes object types, bounded universal and existential quanti cation, and recursive types. Like in 18], this is an impredicative, implicitly typed system, so there are neither type abstraction constructs for universal types nor pack/open constructs for existential types; such types are introduced and eliminated in the inference rules without help from the term syntax. Similary, the isomorphisms between recursive types and their unfoldings are handled automatically in the subtyping rules, so there is no need for explicit fold/unfold constructs in the term syntax. Apart from these surface di erences, the typable objects are the same as in 2], so for example this system can type method override, but not method addition (a more powerful system will be discussed in the next section). On the other hand the only signi cant di erence with respect to 18] is the addition of subtyping and bounded quanti cation. The intersection and union types of 18] are not handled here, not because of any technical di culty, but just because they are of limited interest in the current context. j 8(X <: T)U j 9(X <: T)U j X:T A basis ? is a list of statements of the form x : T (type assumption) or X <: T (subtype assumption). A basis is well-formed i the subjects of all assumptions are distinct, and the subject X of a subtype assumption X <: T does not appear free in T nor in any previous assumption. Judgements are of the form ?`T <: U (subtyping judgement) or ?`a : T (typing judgement). The subtyping rules are given in Figure 3 . These are the same as 2], except for the fold/unfold rules which express the isomorphism between recursive types. Observe that object types support width subtyping, but no depth subtyping (the types of the methods are invariant).
Type inference rules are de ned in Figure 4 . Most rules are standard. The rules for introduction and elimination of quanti ed types are taken from 18], with some adaptations for accommodating bounds on the quanti ed type variable.
The type interpretation is very similar to what we did in 10], except that here we have second-order types and object types instead of record types.
Types are interpreted as ideals in hT c ; v " i, i.e. non-empty, downward-closed subsets of closed terms. Let Tset denote the set of such subsets. Letters t; u; v range over Tset. For any t 2 Tset, t n denotes the set fa n ja 2 tg ( nite projection). Tset is a lattice ordered by subset inclusion, with top element > = T c and bottom element ? = fa 2 T c j a *g. Notice This section explores some variants of the type system to augment its expressive power. Thanks to the underlying untyped languages and to Theorem 3.7 the soundness of the new rules can be checked quite easily. Ti T] = faj8n 2 !; a n 2 Ti T] n g Fig. 5 . Type interpretation
Super-top type
The system presented above is a \classical" subtyping system in the sense that there is a maximal type TOP containing all non-erroneous terms. If we had union types, TOP could be expressed as the union of all function and object types: TOP = X:(X ! X) ]
In 10] we have argued in favour of an even bigger type containing all terms, including erroneous ones. This can be easily incorporated into the system, by 
Diamond types
Liquori 17] proposed a type system for the object calculus which supports method extension. This is done through so-called diamond types of shape l i : T i l j : T j ] i2I j2J (fl i ji 2 Ig \ fl j jj 2 Jg = ;)
where the left part of the diamond expresses the available methods as usual, while the right part speci es the safe possible method extensions. The main subtyping rules are displayed in Figure 6 .
Liquori establishes soundness of his system through a subject reduction theorem, showing that types are preserved during computation. In our framework soundness can be shown by proving that the typing rules agree with the type interpretation. Since we have method extension in the underlying untyped calculus, the addition and veri cation of diamond types is direct. We 12 So this says that a method extension is safe if, whenever the eld is mentioned in the right-hand side of the diamond, the body of the added method has a corresponding type. On the other hand if the eld is not mentioned then there is no constraint on that eld and the extension is safe in any case. Once this is understood the soundness of the subtyping rules for diamond types is easy to establish. Because of lack of space we do not repeat here the type inference rules of 17]; however it should be clear that soundness of these rules can be established by similar means, i.e. without need for a subject-reduction theorem.
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Typed equivalences
In calculi with subtyping, the equivalence relationship between terms is dependent on the type context: for example the objects l 1 = 2; l 2 = 4] and l 1 = &x:(x:l 3 ); l 2 = "foo"; l 3 = 2] are equal at type l 1 : Int], because the only possible observations at this type are on eld l 1 , where the two objects have the same value. This is precisely why types and subtypes are usually interpreted in partial equivalence relationships (PERs), which express exactly this relation; however PERs require denotational domains to be built from.
In this section we show how this can be done in our operational framework through a type indexing of the subsumption relation.
De nition 6.1 Relevant contexts] A context C ?] is relevant i (a * =) C a] *) and C "] +. The set of relevant contexts is written C.
The idea here is that a context is irrelevant when no observation can be made about the term lling the hole. The rst condition ensures that divergence at the hole is propagated to the outer level. The second condition rules out the contexts which are always divergent, because these also hide any observation from the hole. 
7 Structural subtyping
In the previous section, subtyping was interpreted as set inclusion. This is quite close in spirit to the two other interpretations found in the literature, namely coercion functions 6] or inclusions between partial equivalence relations (PERs) 7]. However it also su ers from the same problem, rst explained in 7]: the bounded polymorphic type 8(X <: T)X ! X Several approaches have been taken to x the problem. As already noted in 7], the problem comes from the fact that the semantics contains \too many subtypes", typically many more than can be de ned in the type syntax. One possibility then is to drop the denotational semantics altogether. Chapter 16 of 2] takes such an approach: it introduces stronger rules called \structural rules" which take advantage of the fact that all operations on objects preserve some implicit structure; these rules are unsound in the denotational semantics, but are proved to be operationally sound. Another possibility is to x the semantic interpretation of subtyping. This program is carried out in 20], where subtyping is restricted to pointwise equality on elds between \record PERs"; however this interpretation prohibits depth subtyping on records, which is somewhat unsatisfactory because intuitively this form of subtyping is structural. Hofmann and Pierce 13] have a more general approach where the statement T <: U is interpreted as a standard coercion c : T ! U together with an overwrite function put T; U] : T ! U ! U which updates the \U part" of an element of T without changing the \remaining part". However this approach only works in cases of \positive subtyping", since there is no function dual to put T; U] to go down in the type hierarchy.
Structural subtyping as embedding-projections
Here we propose a new interpretation of subtyping by embedding-projection pairs, very similar in spirit to the maps used in domain theory for solving recursive equations through inverse limit constructions. The embedding " u t : t ! u from a subtype to its supertype is just an inclusion map, so in the following there is no need to mention it explicitly. By contrast the projection # u t : u ! t has to \preserve structure": the image must be equal to the argument at type u. = u a. The canonical choice of the minimal element is a secondary condition which proves to be convenient for dealing with quanti ed types.
Before proceeding with our calculus it is worth considering informally why subtyping is not always structural. Consider examples such as 1 : : : 10] <: 1 : : : 20] or True <: Bool. These make sense as subset inclusion, but the only way to map every element of the supertype to an element of the subtype is the constant function x: , which loses all information about its argument; therefore the \structure" of the supertype is lost. Similarly, the rules T \ U <: T or ? <: T in systems with intersection types or bottom types are non-structural. Finally, since universal and existential quanti cation are interpreted as intersection and union, the subtyping rules forall and exists in Figure 3 also break structure. Therefore it is not possible to just keep the system of Section 4 and reinterpret <: as #.
A system involving both subtyping relations is perfectly conceivable: it su ces to add a distinction in the type syntax between ordinary subtyping statements T <: U and structural statements T <# U. Then in addition to the ordinary quanti ed types we also would have structurally quanti ed types 8(X <# T)U and 9(X <# T)U, with the obvious interpretation
However even if the semantic apparatus is ready, it is not clear whether having two distinct notions of subtyping simultaneously is a desirable feature. The advantage of structural subtyping is that it validates some more powerful typing rules, like the (val structural update) rule shown below. On the other hand it forbids some \atomic subtyping" rules such as True <: Bool or Posint <: Int. As discussed here, having both is possible, but at the cost of a greater complexity in the type system. Choosing the most appropriate solution is a matter of language design. Here we will brie y discuss a system with structural subtyping only.
De nition 7.2 Structural subtyping] The system of structural subtyping denes judgements of shape ?`T <# U; it is obtained from the system ofDami Section 4 by (i) replacing subtyping assumptions X <: T in ? by structural subtyping assumptions X <# T; (ii) replacing <: by <# in the rules of Figure 3 ; (iii) replacing rules (forall) and (exists) in Figure 3 by the weaker version given in Figure 8 .
For this system we obviously reinterpret the statement j = ? as Ti X] # Ti T] whenever (X <# T) 2 ?. 
8 Conclusion
Thanks to several recent works, operational techniques are regaining considerable interest. Results such as xpoint induction, which once were only provable through denotational means, are now shown with operational bisimilarities 21]. However in these works subtyping was seldom taken into account. The framework proposed in 10], introducing an explicit error constant " which becomes the top element of the semantic lattice, can remedy to this de ciency. By applying it here to the object calculus of Abadi and Cardelli, we have demonstrated that some complex aspects of the abstract framework (namely the de ntion of erroneous terms) can be greatly simpli ed when working with a concrete calculus. Furthermore we have introduced a number of technical innovations or improvements to previous work: rules for bounded second-order types in an implicitly typed system; an operational interpretation of typed equalities which deals with open terms and open types; a semantic interpretation of \structural subtyping"; a \super-top" type which improves the typing power of the system without impairing type soundness.
